The Precision of Effect Size Estimates from Published Psychological Research -Surveying
Confidence Intervals A Confidence interval (CI) provides information about the precision of an effect size estimate by bracketing the unknown true population value of the effect size. Precision, along with accuracy, are hallmarks of science. Hence the integrity of psychological science is undermined if the accuracy and precision of effect size estimates are poor. The concept of accuracy refers to the degree that an estimate conforms to the true population value 1 . Whereas, precision refers to the variability of the effect size estimate and is reflected in the width of the CI.
A broad CI width inherently means low precision. Low precision can result from high sample variability or small sample size.
The accuracy and precision of effect size estimates should be assessed because effect size estimates play a key role in the interpretation of research results (see, Kelley & Preacher, 2012) .
It has been shown that the accuracy of effect size estimates reported in the psychological literature can be severely compromised, for instance, by publication bias (Brand, Bradley, Best, & Stoica, 2008) , the averaging and aggregating of data (Brand, Bradley, Best, & Stoica, 2011; Brand & Bradley, 2012) , and non-representative sampling (Fielder, 2011) . Importantly, however, the precision of effect size estimates in psychology has not been so rigorously assessed.
Calculating and reporting CIs enable researchers to assess the precision of reported effect size estimates. Consequently, Wilkinson and the APA Task Force on Statistical Inference (1999), APA (2001 APA ( , 2010 recommended that CIs be reported. However, Cumming, et al. (2007) reported in a survey of ten leading international psychology journals that CIs are rarely reported (less than 11% of articles). Cohen (1994) had actually anticipated this by speculating that confidence intervals are rarely reported because they are "embarrassingly large." Given that the sample sizes in psychology studies tend to be small (Marszalek, Barber, Kohlhart, & Holmes, 2011) , this seems a reasonable speculation.
As far as we know, no one has actually surveyed the CI width for effect size estimates in psychology. Moreover, quantifying how "embarrassingly large" the CI width for effect size estimates are in psychology is informative. For instance, in the UK during 2014, there was a "depressingly large" amount of rainfall. Though further knowing that during 2014 the UK had 486.8mm of rainfall is informative. Because, for one, it enables us to declare that it was the wettest winter on record. Similarly, knowing the approximate value of the CI width is valuable because it enables us to appreciate the size of the CI width by allowing us to compare the CI width with the magnitude of the effect size estimate. Therefore examining CI width can offer more direct insight into the precision and creditability of psychological research than just surveying sample size, even though CI width is largely determined by sample size.
In this article we conduct two surveys of CI width that were calculated from reported Marszalek et al. (2011) to be broadly representative of psychology research.
Furthermore, this selection of APA journals enables us to examine whether CI widths differ across core areas of psychological research. Finally, we will examine whether CI widths differ across time.
Method
We chose to survey Cohen's d effect size estimate because it is a well-known and widely used standardized effect size (Kelley & Rausch 2006) , which thus provides a readily comprehendible common metric for CIs. Using correlations (r) was considered, however, contrary to APA (2001, 2010) CIs from repeated measures designs (Morris, 2008) . Moreover, any method that calculates the CIs for a repeated measures design would require either the correlation between the repeated measures or the covariance matrix (e.g., Algina & Keselman, 2003) . Unfortunately, this information is seldom calculated and never reported.
There is a possibility that effect size estimates from between-subjects design are falsely classified as being not from a between-subject design and are therefore being incorrectly disregarded, since authors may have incorrectly calculated and/or reported the t value or effect size estimates. However, we have no reason to believe that excluding d effect size estimates from genuine between-subject designs where the reported d and t value combination was not consistent with a between-subject design will create a systematic bias.
To ensure that the variability and the representativeness of the overall distribution of extracted effect size estimates is not biased; only one effect size estimate is randomly surveyed from articles containing multiple effect size estimates. This importantly enables inferential statistical analyses to be conducted since the independence of data assumption will not be violated.
Finally, the ci.smd() function from the Methods for the Behavioral, Educational, and Social Science (MBESS) R package (Kelley, 2007) using the noncentral t-distribution approach was used to compute the CIs for the reported standardized effect sizes. It was assumed that the sample sizes per groups were equal (or approximately equal if the total sample size was odd)
because information about the sample size per group is not always reported and is also problematic to programmatically extract. However, by assuming the sample size per group is equal, the CIs are computed assuming a best-case scenario, since unequal sample sizes per group result in a greater CI width.
Results

Survey of Psychological Science
One thousand and nine hundred and two articles (1902) be published (Francis, 2014 , Sterling, 1959 and that the sample size in studies are typically less than 100, it is not surprising that the majority of the reported effect sizes were equal or greater to Cohen's (1977) medium effect size benchmark of 0.50. In total 5169 articles were surveyed from the four APA journals for the period 2002 to 2013.
Similarly, to the survey of Psychological Science, a high percentage (72%, 1249 out of 1738) of the extracted d effect size estimates were discarded because they did not correspond to the calculated effect size that assumed a between-subjects design. A final a sample of 141 effect size estimates was obtained, after one d effect size estimate per article was randomly sampled. As discussed previously, we suspect that a marked percentage (approximately 20% or higher) of the discarded effect size estimates were actually misreported effect sizes from between-subjects designs. To verify this conjecture we randomly selected, thirty effect estimates that were classified as being not from a between-subjects design and manually classified them. The results confirm our conjecture, 67% (20) were from a repeated measures design, 7% (2) were from a single sample design and 27% (8) were from a between-subjects design. The distribution of the 95% CI widths as a percentage of effect size was positively skewed, the median was 163% (inter-quartile range [IQR] = 122%-228%). Of the distribution, 17% (24 out of 141) of the CI widths were lower than the reported effect size, whereas 82% (115 out of 141) widths were greater and 30% (43 out of 141) of the CI widths were twice as large as the reported effect size estimate.
Overall the results from the APA journals survey are inline with the results from the survey of Psychological Science. Next we examined the CI width of the effect size estimates from APA journals from different psychological research areas (see Figure 7 ). In summary, these additional exploratory analyses showed that CI widths varied across psychological research areas and that CI widths were not discernably decreasing over time.
Hence these results reflect the findings from the survey of sample sizes conducted by Marszalek et al. (2011) .
Discussion
This empirical sample supports Cohen's point, that confidence intervals are typically very large. The implications of this are striking. Especially if we consider that 83% of the effect size estimates sampled had CI width that were larger than the reported effect size estimate and 26%
were twice as large as the reported effect size estimates. Would we want to rely on a weather forecaster that predicts with 95% confidence that the temperature will be 20 Fortunately, there are several ways of reducing confidence interval width. Cohen (1990) suggested employing data from past studies to evaluate results from current and future studies.
His method involves reducing the level of confidence to 80%. Usually, only the CIs for 99%, 95%, 90% confidence are reported (Altman, Machin, Bryant & Gardner, 2000) . However, a reduction in confidence from 95% to 80% has a marked effect. The median for the 80% CI width for our survey reduces the median CI width by 35%, to 0.72. On the one hand, estimates that fit in this reduced interval have passed a more rigorous test, but the cost or tradeoff is less certainty that a given estimate does belong in the interval. Thus, the loss of confidence about fit in the interval makes the value in the reduction in the breadth of CIs an unappealing proposition.
Another approach suggested by Cohen (1994) that shrinks CI width is to reduce invalid and unreliable variance in the dependent measure. This is a suggestion that in practice is done to some degree through normal measurement design. At a certain point, however, measurement refinements may lead to diminishing returns or are not possible given the state of knowledge in a given area. Also decreasing the variance in the dependent measure will not decrease the CI width of a standardized effect size estimate such as Cohen's d.
The most obvious approach is to simply increase the sample size (Smithson, 2003) .
However, to obtain a desirable CI width, reflecting Cohen's small or medium size benchmarks requires what have been heretofore considered prohibitively large sample sizes. To illustrate this
we have calculated the sample sizes required to obtain a CI width of 0.2 and 0.5 for Cohen's (1977) small, medium and large effect size benchmarks using the accuracy in parameter estimation (AIPE) approach developed by Kelly and Rausch (2006) see Table 1 4 . The large sample sizes required for investigating small effects may be only attainable by multi-centre studies (Maxwell, 2004) or web-based studies (Birnbaum 2004 ) where appropriate 5 . Hence, future psychological research would have to either be more collaborative and/or employ webbased technologies to achieve effect size estimates with credible precision. effect size that assumes a between-subjects design, we must be careful not to over-generalize.
However, even though the CIs for effect size estimates from a repeated measure designs will be narrower than the CIs for effect size estimates from between-subjects designs (Cummings, 2012) , the present findings would suggest that CIs for a repeated measures design will also be unacceptably wide, simply because of the sheer magnitude of the CI width observed for the between-subjects design.
The automated approach we used to survey the journal articles allowed us to conduct two large-scale surveys efficiently in a time effective manner. One unforeseen consequence of the automated approach we employed is that an expectedly high percentage of effect size estimates were discarded because they were not classified as being from a between-subject design. It is therefore likely that numerous effect size estimates from between-subjects design were discarded. This may appear problematic. However, the exacting nature of the automated approach we employed (using the t value and the degrees of freedom) to determine whether a design is a between-subjects design also acts as a quality control. This is because it filters out studies where the t value and effect size has been incorrectly calculated or reported.
One should finally bear in mind that the surveys examined the reported statistical results
and not the raw data, since a large-scale survey of raw data would be impractical. Therefore an implicit assumption of the surveys conducted is that statistical test assumptions of the t-test (e.g., homogeneity of variance and normality of residuals) have not been violated and statistics (e.g., t
value, d effect size) have been calculated and reported correctly. These assumptions, one would hope, are met in the majority of publish peer-reviewed research.
In summary, the results from the automated surveys of CI widths quantify and highlight the poor precision of effect size estimates from published psychological research. Effect size estimate imprecision was prevalent in all the areas of psychological research examined.
Furthermore, the surveyed CI widths have not discernably reduced over time hence no improvement in the precision of effect size estimates was observed. Although there are methods for reducing CI widths and improving the precision of effect size estimates, as discussed, such methods are problematic. Reducing the breadth of an interval inherently reduces the confidence level or the very quality the calculation approach is meant to capture, and other methods are nontrivial to implement requiring a fundamental change to how psychological research is conducted. 
